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Abstract
In this paper, we consider the problem of learn-
ing time series detection models from temporally
imprecise labels. In this problem, the data con-
sist of a set of input time series, and supervision
is provided by a sequence of noisy time stamps
corresponding to the occurrence of positive class
events. Such temporally imprecise labels occur
in areas like mobile health research when human
annotators are tasked with labeling the occurrence
of very short duration events. We propose a gen-
eral learning framework for this problem that can
accommodate different base classifiers and noise
models. We present results on real mobile health
data showing that the proposed framework sig-
nificantly outperforms a number of alternatives
including assuming that the label time stamps are
noise-free, transforming the problem into the mul-
tiple instance learning framework, and learning
on labels that were manually aligned.
1 Introduction
A key problem with supervised learning is that the cost of
obtaining accurate labeled data is often prohibitive. This
problem has been addressed through a number of alterna-
tive learning frameworks where labels can be obtained at
lower cost, including frameworks for learning from lower
volumes of labeled data (semi-supervised learning [3], posi-
tive unlabeled learning [13], active learning [17], etc.), and
frameworks for learning from lower-quality labels (multiple
instance learning [14], learning with label proportions [6]
etc.).
In this paper, we consider a new low-quality label learning
problem: learning time series detection models from tem-
porally imprecise labels. In this problem, we begin with
a multivariate time series and assume that it has been tem-
porally discretized and featurized to produce a temporal
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sequence of instances. The discretization can be performed
using sliding windows, unsupervised segmentation, or any
other approach. Supervision is provided in the form of a
sequence of noisy time stamps corresponding to the occur-
rence of positive class events. The primary assumption,
which will be formalized in the proposed model, is that each
observed positive event time stamp is generated probabilis-
tically from a distribution centered close in time to a true
positive instance. We subsequently relax this assumption to
allow for both false positive event time stamps and missed
event time stamps. The goal is to use this data to learn an
instance-level classifier that accepts an instance as input and
outputs the correct class label.
This problem is motivated by research in the area of mo-
bile health (or mHealth) [12] where human annotators are
often tasked with labeling the occurrence of very short dura-
tion events during lab or field-based data collection studies.
For example, Ali et al. considered the problem of learning
classification models to detect the occurrence of individ-
ual smoking puffs based on data from a respiration chest
band sensor [1]. While a subject instrumented with a chest
band sensor smoked a cigarette, the annotator observed the
subject and pressed a button on a smartphone to record a
time stamp for each smoking puff. The sensor data time se-
ries was then segmented into respiration cycles and features
were extracted from each cycle.
As reported by Ali et al. the observer-supplied puff time
stamps were sufficiently imprecise that they had to be man-
ually aligned with the respiration cycles by visualizing the
20Hz respiration waveforms before models could be use-
fully learned [1]. This process required significant time and
has the potential to result in annotation errors. This same
data collection procedure and post hoc label alignment has
been used in more recent work on smoking detection [16],
and similar problems occur in other mHealth research areas
including learning to detect eating and drinking gestures
from wrist-worn actigraphy sensor data streams [18].
To address this problem, we propose a modeling framework
for learning detection models directly from temporally im-
precise labels without discarding any available information.
The framework can be used to learn the parameters of a dis-
criminative probabilistic classifier that requires independent
instances and fully observed labels during learning. Our
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framework augments a chosen base classifier with a proba-
bilistic model of the positive event time stamp generation
process to account for temporally noisy labels, as well as
a label value noise process to account for the possibility of
false positives and negatives in the event labels.
We provide a gradient-based algorithm for jointly learning
all model parameters by maximizing the marginal likeli-
hood of the observed positive label time stamps given the
sequence of instances features. The learning algorithm lever-
ages a dynamic programming-based exact inference algo-
rithm that requires O(L ·M2) time where L is the number
of instances and M is the number of positive event time
stamps. The learned base classifier is then used alone to to
classify individual instances at test time, as if it had been
trained on standard fully observed labels.
We present results on real mobile health data showing that
the proposed framework significantly outperforms a number
of alternatives including assuming that the label time stamps
are noise-free, transforming the problem into the multiple
instance learning framework, and learning on labels that
were manually re-aligned.
2 Related Work
In this section, we briefly review related work on alternative
frameworks for reducing the cost of collecting labels for
supervised learning. The most obvious way to decrease the
cost of obtaining labeled data is to decrease the amount of
data that needs to be labeled. Active learning aims to opti-
mally select the instances that are labeled from an unlabeled
pool or stream of instances with the goal of learning better
models from lower volumes of labeled data [17]. Semi-
supervised learning aims to learn from small volumes of
labeled data by combining it with large amounts of unla-
beled data [3]. Positive unlabeled learning is a special case
of semi-supervised learning where a small number of pos-
itive instances have labels, but a large pool of unlabeled
instances are available [13].
An alternative to labeling less data is to lower the cost of
obtaining each label, which can be achieved by lowering
the quality of labels in some way. For example, multiple
instance learning generalizes supervised learning by allow-
ing for sets (or “bags”) of instances to be labeled instead
of single instances [14]. The label semantics require that a
bag be labeled positive if it contains at least one positive in-
stance and that it be labeled negative otherwise. The closely
related label proportions framework provides the proportion
of each type of label for a group of instances [6].
Herna´ndez-Gonza´lez at al. provide a detailed categorization
of existing non-standard classification problems in terms
of their instance-label relationships and supervision frame-
works [7]. They describe four possible instance-label re-
lationships including single-instance single-label (SISL),
single-instance multiple-label (SIML), multiple-instance
single-label (MISL), and multiple-instance multiple-label
(MIML). They describe a number of supervision frame-
works including full supervision, semi-supervision, positive-
unlabeled, noisy label values, probabilistic labels, and label
proportions, among others.
We note that the problem we consider here, temporally
noisy labels, does not fit cleanly into the existing catego-
rization of methods provided by Herna´ndez-Gonza´lez et al.
The form of the classifier that we wish to induce is single-
instance single-label; however, we do not know the correct
labels for any instances. Instead, we use the intuition that
positive event labels are recorded “close” in time to true
positive instances (this intuition will be formalized in the
following section). Our problem can be converted to the
full supervised setting by assuming that the positive event
labels should be assigned to the temporally closest instance
and that all other instance labels should be negative. This
transformation will convert noise in the time stamps of the
positive event labels into noise in the values of the instance
labels. We will refer to this as the naive supervision strategy.
A potentially more robust transformation of our problem is
to partition the instances into temporally contiguous, non-
overlapping bags and to label the bags positive if there exists
a positive event label within the time span that defines the
bag. Multiple instance learning methods can then be applied.
This transformation may improve on the naive supervision
strategy, but temporally noisy labels can still spill across
adjacent bags, resulting in noise in the values of the bag
labels. Further, this transformation discards information
about the number of positive event labels that occur within a
bag. Finally, the label proportions framework can be applied
by again switching to a temporal bag-based approach, but
labeling the bags with the number of positive event labels
within the time span that defines the bag. This approach
still discards information about the observed locations of
the positive event labels, which the approach we propose
fully retains. Furthermore, we extend the basic temporally
imprecise label problem to allow for both false positive
event labels and missed positive event labels.
In terms of model structure, our framework resembles ap-
proaches used for learning classifiers in the presence of
label noise [19, 20, 15, 10]. Each of these papers proposes
a version of a latent variable model where the true instance
label is assumed to be unobserved, but a noisy version of
the label value is observed. The learning algorithms and
observation noise models depend on the specific applica-
tions, but all involve maximizing the marginal likelihood
of the observed noisy label values. These problems differ
from ours in that they assume a noisy label value is provided
for each instance independently, whereas we assume that a
sequence of temporally noisy labels is given for a sequence
of instances.
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Another closely related model is the Connectionist Tempo-
ral Classification (CTC) model proposed by Graves et al.
[5]. This model estimates the weights of a recurrent neural
network (RNN) from unaligned feature and label sequences.
Similar to our approach, alignment of the two sequences is
treated as a latent variable that is marginalized out; however,
Graves et al. do not explicitly model the observation noise
distribution[5]. In fact, the CTC model is a special case of
our proposed framework that uses a RNN as the base classi-
fier, a binary observation count distribution, and a uniform
timestamp noise distribution.
3 Model, Inference, and Learning
In this section, we present the proposed modeling frame-
work for learning time series detection models from tempo-
rally imprecise labels. We begin by introducing the required
notation to define the problem, and then proceed to defining
the model and deriving inference and learning algorithms.
Problem Description and Notation: We assume that the
available data are organized into N sessions. Each session
n contains a multivariate time series and an event label se-
quence. The different sessions may be generated by observ-
ing the same processes at different times, or, in the mHealth
case, by collecting data from different subjects. We assume
that the time series for each session has been discretized into
a sequence of Ln potentially irregular and/or overlapping
sub-windows, and that a feature vector xni ∈ RD has been
extracted from each window i in each session n. We refer to
xn = [xn1, ...,xnLn ] as the instance sequence associated
with session n. Each instance is associated with a time point
tni that may denote the start, end, or other point of interest
in the window the instance was derived from, depending on
the discretization process. We define tn = [tn1, ..., tnLn ] to
be the sequence of instance time points.
Each instance also has a corresponding label variable Yni ∈
{0, 1}. However, the instance labels yni are not directly
observed. Instead, we observe a sequence of Mn event time
stamp values znm ∈ R+ indicating the times where positive
events were recorded, and these time stamps are assumed to
be noisy. We denote the sequence of event time stamps for
session n by zn = [zn1, ..., znMn ], which we assume to be
in increasing order without loss of generality.
The problem we aim to solve is to learn a standard instance-
level classification function f : RD → {0, 1} from a data
set D = {(xn, tn, zn)|1 ≤ n ≤ N} consisting of the
instances, the instance time stamps, and the positive event
time stamps.
Proposed Modeling Framework: To solve the problem
outlined above, we formalize the assumptions that the ob-
served positive event time stamps should be “close” in time
to true positive instances, and that false negative and false
positive time stamps are possible using an explicit generative
model. Our proposed framework includes three components
that can be chosen independently: a probabilistic base clas-
sifier, an observation count distribution, and an observation
timestamp noise distribution.
For the base classifier, we assume a differentiable discrim-
inative classifier of the form pθ(yni|xni) with parameters
θ. Any discriminative probabilistic classifier where the la-
bel variables yni are probabilistically independent given
the features xni can be used. Such models include logistic
regression [9] and kernel logistic regression [21], as well
as multi-layer feedforward neural networks [8], convolu-
tional neural networks [11], and recurrent neural networks
[4] when used with logistic output layers.
Our goal can now be stated as the problem of accurately es-
timating the parameters θ of the base classifier pθ(yni|xni)
from D = {(xn, tn, zn)|1 ≤ n ≤ N}. To accomplish
this learning task, we augment the base classifier with
a generative model of the observation process described
below where we have introduced a latent count variable
oni ∈ {0, ...,Mn} for each instance i that represents the
number of positive event time stamps generated by that
instance.
1. Given an instance label yni, the number of observed
positive event time stamps generated by this instance
is drawn according to oni ∼ ppi(oni|yni).
2. oni observation timestamps are then drawn indepen-
dently according to znm ∼ pφ(znm|tni).
We define ppi(oni|yni) as the distribution over the num-
ber of observations generated by an instance with label
yni. We can choose any differentiable, parametric form
for ppi(oni|yni). A simple example we will use later is
ppi(oni = 1|yni) = 1 − ppi(oni = 0|yni) = piyni for
piv ∈ [0, 1], which encodes a model where true positives
may be missed, and there can be at most one false observa-
tion per negative instance.
The conditional probability density pφ(znm|tni) generates
the event time stamp znm given the corresponding instance
time stamp tni. As above, we can choose any parametric
form for the density function pφ(znm|tni). In this work,
we focus specifically on the case where pφ(znm|tni) is the
conditional normal distribution N (z|β + tni, σ2) where β
provides a time stamp bias parameter relative to the instance
time stamp, and σ2 is the variance of the noise distribu-
tion. Many other choices are possible within the framework
including different ways of conditioning the mean and vari-
ance of pφ(znm|tni) on tni, as well as the use of completely
different distributions for pφ(znm|tni), such as skewed dis-
tributions like the Gamma distribution.
A consequence of this generative process is that the posterior
support set for on = [on1, .., onLn ] consists of all vectors
with a sum equal to Mn. We denote this set by On ={
o|o ∈ {0, 1}Ln ,∑Lni=1 oni =Mn}. For presentation, we
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will also denote the set of all possible label vectors yn by
Yn = {y|y ∈ {0, 1}Ln}.
At this point, we have defined the base noise distribution
pφ(znm|tni), which defines the conditional probability den-
sity of an event time stamp given the time stamps for the
corresponding positively labeled instance; however, in the
observed data, we do not know the correspondence between
instances and event time stamps. To solve this problem,
we introduce the following mild simplifying assumption:
If instance j occurs after instance i in the input sequence,
then any positive event time stamps generated by instance j
must occur after any positive event time stamp generated by
instance i.
We define the indicator function w(i,m) =
∑i−1
j=1 onj <
m ≤∑ij=1 onj , which returns 1 when znm was generated
by instance i, and 0 otherwise. We can now express the
above simplifying assumption mathematically as the condi-
tion: if i < j, w(i, k) = 1 and w(j, l) = 1 then znk < znl.
We specify the joint distribution over the event time stamp
variables zn given the observation count variables on and
instance time stamp variables tn in Equation 1.1
p(zn|on, tn) =
Ln∏
i=1
(
Mn∏
l=1
pφ(znl|tni)w(i,l)
)[oni>0]
(1)
The complete joint model for the instance labels and event
time stamps given the feature variables, and instance time
stamps is shown in Equation 2 where ψ = {θ, φ, pi} is the
complete set of model parameters.
pψ(yn,on, zn|xn, tn)
= pθ(yn|xn) · ppi(on|yn) · pφ(zn|on, tn) (2)
The instance label and observation count variables yn and
on are not observed during learning, but we can marginalize
them out of the model as seen in Equation 3. The marginal-
ization operation is expressed in terms of a sum over the
support sets On and Yn of on and yn respectively. In the
next sections, we derive efficient inference and learning
algorithms for maximizing the marginalized conditional
likelihood of the data. We note again that once the model
is learned, the observation count distribution and the times-
tamp noise distribution can be discarded and instances can
be classified using pθ(yn|xn).
pψ(zn|xn, tn) =
∑
yn∈Yn
∑
on∈On
pψ(yn,on, zn|xn, tn)
(3)
Learning: To learn the proposed model, we will maximize
the marginal log likelihood L(θ, φ, pi|D) = L(ψ|D) where
θ are the base classification model parameters, φ are the
1The notation [s] is the Iverson bracket where [s] = 1 if the
statement s is true and [s] = 0 if the statement s is false.
observation noise model parameters, pi are the observation
count model parameters, and D consists of the observed
data for each session. This objective function is defined
below.
L(ψ|D) =
N∑
n=1
log pψ(zn|xn, tn)
=
N∑
n=1
log
 ∑
yn∈Yn
∑
on∈On
pψ(yn,on, zn|xn, tn)

(9)
We develop a gradient-based learning approach for the pro-
posed model. The complete derivations for all gradients pre-
sented in this section are available in the supplemental ma-
terials. We first consider the gradient of log pψ(zn|xn, tn)
with respect to the detector parameters θ. We drop the de-
pendence on the session index n for brevity and will make
use of the log probability of the base classifier, which we
will denote by `θ(y|x) = log pθ(y|x).
∇θ log pψ(z|x, t) =
L∑
i=1
Epψ(yi|z,x,t)∇θ`θ(yi|xi) (10)
This gradient has the form of a sum of expected gra-
dients for individual instances, where the expectation is
taken with respect to the marginal posterior distribution
pψ(yi|z,x, t). Assuming that the gradient of the base clas-
sifier can be computed efficiently, the complexity of com-
puting the gradient of the proposed likelihood with respect
to θ depends only on the complexity of computing the pos-
terior marginal pψ(yi|z,x, t). Next, we give the gradient
with respect to the noise model parameters φ and define
log pφ(zl|ti) = `φ(zl|ti).
∇φ log pψ(z|x, t) =
M∑
l=1
Epψ(w(i,l)|z,x,t)∇φ`φ(zl|ti)
(11)
This gradient is again a sum of expectations for individual
event time stamps. In this case, the sum is over each ob-
served time stamp and the expectation is taken with respect
to the posterior marginal distribution pψ(w(i, l)|z,x, t),
which gives the probability that instance i is responsible
for generating event time stamp l. Assuming that the gradi-
ents of `φ(zl|ti) can be computed efficiently, the complexity
of the gradient computation depends on the complexity of
computing the posterior marginal pψ(w(i, l)|z,x, t).
Finally, we give the gradient with respect to the observation
count parameters, pi, letting log ppi(oi|yi) = `pi(oi|yi).
∇pi log pψ(z|x, t) =
L∑
i=1
Epψ(oi,yi|z,x,t)∇φ`pi(oi|yi)
(12)
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a(i, l) = pψ
(
z1:l
∣∣∣∑ij=1 oj = l,x1:i, t1:i) = ∑
y1:i∈Yi
o1:i∈Oi,l
pψ(y1:i,o1:i, z1:l|x1:i, t1:i) (4)
b(i, l) = pψ
(
zl:M
∣∣∣∑Mj=i oj = l,xi:L, ti:L)= ∑
yi:L∈YL−i
oi:L∈OL−i,M−l
pψ(yi:L,oi:L, zl:M |xi:L, ti:L) (5)
pψ(yi|z,x, t) =
M∑
c=0
M−c∑
j=1
a(i− 1, j − 1)b(i+ 1, j + c+ 1)∏j+ck=j pφ(zk|ti) · ppi(oi = c|yi)pθ(yi|xi)
a(L,M)
(6)
pψ(w(i, l)|z,x, t) =
M∑
c=1
l∑
j=l−c
a(i− 1, j − 1)b(i+ 1, j + c+ 1)∏j+ck=j pφ(zk|ti) ·∑yi ppi(oi = c|yi)pθ(yi|xi)
a(L,M)
(7)
pψ(oi = c, yi|z,x, t) =
M−c∑
j=1
a(i− 1, j − 1)b(i+ 1, j + c+ 1)∏j+ck=j pφ(zk|ti) · ppi(oi = c|yi)pθ(yi|xi)
a(L,M)
(8)
The gradient is again a sum of expected gradients. In this
case, the expectation is taken with respect to the posterior
marginal pψ(oi, yi|z,x, t) which gives the joint posterior
distribution over the label for instance i and number of
observations generated by instance i.
The gradient system required to optimize all parameters of
the complete joint distribution is shown below in Equa-
tions 13, 14, and 15. We next turn to the problem
of efficiently computing the required posterior marginal
distributions pψ(yni|zn,xn, tn), pψ(w(i, l)|z,x, t), and
pψ(oi, yi|z,x, t).
∇θL(ψ|D) =
N∑
n=1
Ln∑
i=1
Epψ(yi|z,x,t)∇θ`θ(yi|xi) (13)
∇φL(ψ|D) =
N∑
n=1
Mn∑
l=1
Epψ(w(i,l)|z,x,t)∇φ`φ(zl|ti) (14)
∇piL(ψ|D) =
N∑
n=1
Ln∑
i=1
Epψ(oi,yi|z,x,t)∇φ`pi(oi|yi) (15)
Inference: In this section, we present a dynamic program-
ming algorithm for exact posterior marginal inference in the
proposed model. We show that the same dynamic program
enables the computation of each of the desired posterior
marginal distributions: pψ(yi|z,x, t), pψ(w(i, l)|z,x, t),
and pψ(oi, yi|z,x, t). The dynamic program involves a
forward recursion with variables a(i, l) and a backward
recursion with variables b(i, l). For compactness, we in-
troduce the notation yi:j = [yi, yi+1, ..., yj ] and oi:j =
[oi, oi+1, ..., oj ] to indicate the sub-vectors of y and o start-
ing at position i and ending at position j. We also introduce
the notation Oi,l = {o|o ∈ {0, 1}i,
∑i
j=1 oj = l} and
Yi = {y|y ∈ {0, 1}i} to indicate the set of label and count
vectors of length i that generated exactly l observations. We
define a(i, l) and b(i, l) in Equations 4 and 5.
Intuitively, a(i, l) gives the marginal probability of the first
l event time stamps given that the first l observations were
generated by the first i instances. Likewise, b(i, l) gives
the marginal probability of the last M − l time stamps
assuming that the last M − l time stamps were generated by
the last L− i instances. By these definitions, the marginal
likelihood is given by pψ(z|x, t) = a(L,M) = b(0, 0).
The recursions for computing the dynamic programming
variables are given in Algorithm 1. The complete set of
a(i, l) and b(i, l) values can clearly be computed in O(L ·
M2) time using this dynamic program.
Finally, Equations 6, 7, and 8 show how to calculate
pψ(yi|z,x, t), pψ(w(i, l)|z,x, t), and pψ(oi, yi|z,x, t) re-
spectively given a and b. If a standard cumulative product is
used to precalculate values of
∏j+c
k=j pφ(zk|ti), for all values
of j and c, then calculating all necessary posterior marginals
can be done in O(L ·M2) time. In our implementation, we
use automatic differentiation on the dynamic program for
a(L,M) to calculate all necessary gradients.
4 Empirical Protocols
Datasets: To evaluate the predictive performance of our
model, we used two real mobile health datasets: mPuff [1]
and puffMarker [16]. Both are smoking detection datasets
and were gathered using similar protocols. Each subject
wore a wireless respiration chest band sensor. Subjects were
asked to smoke a cigarette while an observer recorded each
smoking puff by pressing a button in a smartphone applica-
tion. The resulting respiration time series were discretized
by segmenting them into respiration cycles (a single inhala-
tion and exhalation) and features were calculated on each
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Algorithm 1 Posterior Inference Dynamic Program for Temporally Imprecise Labels
1: Inputs: θ, φ, pi,x ∈ RL×D, t ∈ RL×2, z ∈ RM
2: Let a ∈ RL×M , b ∈ RL×M , a(0, 0)← 1, b(0, 0)← 1
3: for i = 1, ..., L do
4: for l = 0, ...,M do
5: a(i, l)←
∑
y∈{0,1}
l∑
c=0
pθ(yi = y|xi)ppi(oi = c|y,xi)a(i− 1, l − c)
l∏
j=l−c
pφ(zj |ti)
6: for i = L, ..., 1 do
7: for l =M, ..., 0 do
8: b(i, l)←
∑
y∈{0,1}
l∑
c=0
pθ(yi = y|xi)ppi(oi = c|y,xi)b(i+ 1, l + c)
l+c∏
j=l
pφ(zj |ti)
9: Return a, b
respiration cycle [16]. Base features include inhalation and
exhalation durations and amplitudes. We calculated further
histogram based transformations of these features to allow
for non-linearities. We note that while the discretization and
featurization steps affect end-to-end classification perfor-
mance, they are orthogonal to the main contribution of the
paper.
Dataset Subjects Sessions # Pos # Neg
mPuff 4 13 179 3180
puffMarker 6 30 305 7623
The mPuff and puffMarker datasets are organized into ses-
sions that each contain a single smoking episode surrounded
by different amounts of non-smoking activity. Basic infor-
mation about the datasets is presented in the table above.
Both datasets exhibit heavy class imbalance, which is typ-
ical in many mHealth settings. In our experiments, we
consider the start of each respiration cycle to be the instance
timestamp. Both data sets had the originally recorded posi-
tive event timestamps manually realigned with the instance
sequence using a visualization procedure. We have access
to these manually aligned labels for both data sets, which
we consider to be the ground truth instance labels.
To test the behavior of our model under different amounts
of observation noise, we generated synthetic observation
timestamps, z, using the following noise model, which
conditions on the ground truth instance timestamps and
labels:
p(oi = 1|yi = 1) = 1− p(oi = 1|yi = 0) = pi (16)
p(oi > 1|yi = 1) = p(oi > 0|yi = 0) = 0 (17)
p(zj |ti) = N (zj ; ti, σ2) (18)
We varied pi ∈ (0, 1) and σ ∈ R+ to simulate different
amounts of missed/spurious observations and timestamp
noise respectively.
The puffMarker dataset also includes the original noisy
event time stamps as recorded during the observation ses-
sions. This allows us to conduct experiments where we
train on real observation timestamps, but test on held out
instances with ground truth labels provided by the manual
alignment process. We chose a normal noise distribution
for the synthetic observation process because it matches the
noise distribution observed in the real puffMarker data, as
shown in Figure 1 in the supplementary material.
Models: In the following experiments, we evaluate the
proposed framework with a range of modeling choices. We
evaluated three different base-classifier options: logistic re-
gression (LR-M), kernel logistic regression with a radial
basis function (RBF) kernel (KLR-M), and a small feed-
forward neural network (NN-M). For each classifier, we
placed a zero-mean Gaussian prior with tuned variance on
the classifier parameters θ. As our observation count model,
we used a simple Bernoulli distribution ppi(oi = 1|yi) =
1 − ppi(oi = 0|yi) = piyi for piv ∈ (0, 1). This allows the
model to account for both false positives and false negatives.
In this case, the maximum number of observations gener-
ated by an instance is one, so the complexity of inference
reduces to O(L ·M). We placed a beta prior with tuned
parameters on pi. Finally, we used the following gaussian
mixture distribution as our event timestamp noise model:
pφ(zj |ti) =
K∑
k=1
γkN (zj ; ti + µk, σ2k) (19)
where φ = {µ, σ, γ}. We placed a standard normal prior
on each µk and an inverse-Gamma prior with shape α = 1
and scale β = 1 on each σ2k. In our synthetic experiments
we fixed K = 1 so the observation noise model reverted
to a single Gaussian; however, in our experiments on real
data, we evaluated a range of K values to allow for more
complex noise distributions.
We compared these instances of our proposed framework
with logistic regression models trained using different trans-
formations of the available instance and positive event label
sequences. In particular, we evaluated the logistic regression
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model learned with positive event labels manually aligned to
instances (LR-H). If the manual alignment process contains
no errors, these experiments can be thought of as producing
best-case results given the discretization and featurization
selected. We also evaluated the naive supervision strategy
where we assign a positive event label to the instance that
is closest in time to each noisy positive event time stamp
(LR-N). This approach simply treats the noisy event time
stamps as if they were correct.
We also compared our model to a traditional multi-instance
learning strategy that produces an instance-level classifier
(MI). In particular, we adapted the MI-SVM training al-
gorithm from [2] to train logistic regression models. This
algorithm works by forming bags of instances which are
labeled as either positive or negative. A negative bag label
indicates that the bag contains only negative instances and a
positive bag label indicates that at least one of the instances
is positive. For a given bag size, B, we formed bags by seg-
menting the base sequence into non-overlapping segments
of length B. We generated bag labels by applying the naive
alignment strategy described above and labeling a bag as
positive if at least one positive event time stamp fell inside
of the bag.
The MI-SVM algorithm alternates between picking a repre-
sentative instance from each positive bag, called a witness,
and training a classifier on the witnesses plus the negative
instances. The witnesses are chosen to minimize the clas-
sifier’s loss function. To our knowledge, this strategy has
never been applied to logistic regression. In the case of
logistic regression, this alternating algorithm results in a
non-decreasing objective and therefore converges to a local
optima. We tuned both the bag size B and the classifier
regularization hyper-parameters.
Train and Test Procedures: We evaluated all models us-
ing a 10-fold cross-validation procedure where the folds
were generated across sessions. We tuned all hyper-
parameters to maximize F1 score on hand-aligned labels
using a further 10-fold cross-validation procedure on the
training set. The regularization parameters for each model
were tuned across an exponential grid while the bag size for
the multi-instance models was tuned on a linear grid. Re-
sults for all models are presented in terms of F1 score which
was chosen due to the heavy class imbalance and to high-
light the performance on the class of interest, smoking puffs.
Performance results were averaged across all folds. For syn-
thetic data, results were further averaged across synthetic
observations generated with two different seeds.
5 Experiments and Results
Experiment 1: Performance Under Varying Noise Con-
ditions We evaluated how robust the proposed model is
to observation noise by testing the predictive performance
of the logistic regression-based models on the mPuff and
puffMarker datasets with synthetic observation timestamps.
Figure 1 (a) shows the performance in terms of F1 of these
models on the puffMarker dataset with varied observation
noise, but fixed observation count noise. For this experi-
ment, we varied the standard deviation (σ) of the synthetic
noise from 0.25 to 5.0with the observation count probability
(p(oi = 1|yi = 1) = pi) fixed at 1. While the performance
of all models degrades as the amount of noise increases,
the performance of the proposed model (LR-M) degrades
noticeably slower than the traditional multi-instance method
(MI), which in turn only slightly outperforms the naive
alignment strategy (LR-N) on this task. To understand why
the performance of the naive and multi-instance methods
degrade so much, Figure 1 (c) shows the proportion of true
positive labels that are assigned positive labels by the naive
alignment procedure on the mPuff and puffMarker datasets
across the same range of noise standard deviations. Even
at σ = 2.0, only 65% of true positives retain a positive
label under the naive supervision strategy. As expected, the
performance of the baseline methods track this plot very
closely.
Figure 1 (b) shows the performance of the logistic regres-
sion based models when σ is kept fixed at 1, but pi is var-
ied between 0.7 and 1. σ = 1 was chosen because it
matches the variance of the empirical noise distribution
of the puffMarker dataset. Again, the performance of the
multi-instance and naive alignment methods degrades much
more quickly than the proposed method as noise is added.
We obtained similar results for both experiments on the
mPuff dataset and the mPuff results can be found in the
supplemental materials.
Experiment 2: Performance on Real Timestamps We
evaluated the performance of the logistic regression-based
models on the puffMarker dataset using the original positive
event timestamps. The predictive performance in terms of
F1 is shown in Figure 1 (d). The LR-M model substantially
outperforms both the multi-instance and naive methods. The
improvement of LR-M over LR-N and MI is statistically
significant at the p = 0.005 level using a paired t-test with
Bonferroni correction. As in the synthetic experiments on
the puffMarker dataset, the LR-M model outperforms a
logistic regression model trained on the hand aligned labels.
One possible explanation for this behavior is that there is
a non-trivial amount of annotation error that our model is
correcting for. Another possible explanation for this result
is that the there is non-trivial amounts of class overlap in
the feature space. Our model allows for the possibility that
there are false negatives in the labels and so it is able to
get around this overlap by treating positive looking negative
instances as positive, whereas the other models must treat
them as negative. This is supported by the observation that
the precision of our model is slightly lower than the two
baselines, but the recall is much higher.
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Figure 1: Figures (a) and (b) show the prediction performance for all logistic regression-based models when varied amounts
of synthetic noise are added to the hand aligned labels of the mPuff dataset. In Figure (a), we vary the standard deviation of
the timestamp noise and in Figure (b), we vary the probability of observing a positive instance. Figure (c) shows the recall
of the labels generated by the naive alignment strategy. Figures (c), (d), and (e) show the performance of various models on
the real puffMarker data. Figure (e) shows the perfomance of the LR-M model using a GMM noise model with different
numbers of components. In all plots, the black dashed line corresponds to LR-H and the yellow dashed line corresponds to
NN-H.
Finally, in order to demonstrate the flexibility of the pro-
posed framework, we tested alternative noise models and
base classifiers. Figure 1 (e) shows the performance of the
proposed framework on real puffMarker data using three
different base classifiers: logistic regression (LR-M), ker-
nel LR with an RBF kernel (KLR-M), and a feed-forward
neural network (NN-M). LR-M outperforms both of the
non-linear models, though all models perform as well as a
classifier trained directly on hand-aligned labels. Figure 1
(f) shows the predictive performance of the LR-M model as
the number of components K in the GMM timestamp noise
distribution is increased. Performance degrades slightly as
the flexibility of the noise distribution is increased. One
possible explanation for this behavior is that a normal dis-
tribution is already a good fit to the data, and the increased
number of components leads to overfitting.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we have addressed the problem of labeling
discretized time series when only noisy positive event times-
tamps are available. The primary contributions of this paper
are a novel framework for learning descrimitive classifiers
in this setting based on maximizing the marginal likelihood
of a latent variable model. This framework admits efficient
exact inference and can support a broad class of probabilis-
tic discriminative classifiers. We presented results showing
that the proposed framework substantially outperforms mul-
tiple baselines under moderate to severe observation noise
conditions and on a real mHealth dataset.
One possible future direction is to extend this framework
to more complex or structured base classifiers and more
sophisticated observation models. For example, the same
learning framework can be used unchanged with a recurrent
neural network and requires only small modifications to
incorporate a linear chain conditional random field as the
base classifier. The framework can be further extended
to models that reason about higher level structure, such as
segmentations of the time series, integrating over uncertainty
at these levels as well. In mobile health in particular, we
often have noisy self-reported observations that tell us only
a rough period in which positive labels may have occurred.
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